Create a filter to segregate mail by SPAM rating

Create the following rule to move messages with a Pure Message rating of 50% or higher to a custom folder named Spam.

The WMU Pure Message Spam control system inserts a Spam probability rating into the heading of each incoming message. For example the Pure Message quarantine holds any message with a probability of 50% or greater of being Spam in a separate quarantine. The 50% level is expressed as XXXXX (each “X” = 10%). The “contains” field in the above rule is used to indicate at what percent level and above you wish to send to the custom Spam folder you create.

**NOTE:** When using a rule to route mail to a custom folder, be sure to edit the rule to point to a new folder or location if you later delete, rename or move the original folder. If you do not re-define the folder in the rule the original folder will be re-created when the rule next executes.

Also, beware that if you choose to set up a rule, in addition to the activities happening automatically with Pure Message, for moving spam mail to a folder of your creation, you will have to manually manage that file. It will not be automatically purged after 30 days as the Webmail Plus system generated Junk and Trash folders are.

If you need assistance, please contact the Help Desk at (269) 387-4357 (387-HELP), option 1.
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